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Empowering the 6G Cellular Architecture
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Abstract—Innovation and standardization in 5G have brought
advancements to every facet of the cellular architecture. This
ranges from the introduction of new frequency bands and signal-
ing technologies for the radio access network (RAN), to a core
network underpinned by micro-services and network function
virtualization (NFV). However, like any emerging technology, the
pace of real-world deployments does not instantly match the pace
of innovation. To address this discrepancy, one of the key aspects
under continuous development is the RAN with the aim of making
it more open, adaptive, functional, and easy to manage.

In this paper, we highlight the transformative potential of
embracing novel cellular architectures by transitioning from
conventional systems to the progressive principles of Open RAN.
This promises to make 6G networks more agile, cost-effective,
energy-efficient, and resilient. It opens up a plethora of novel use
cases, ranging from ubiquitous support for autonomous devices
to cost-effective expansions in regions previously underserved.
The principles of Open RAN encompass: (i) a disaggregated
architecture with modular and standardized interfaces; (ii)
cloudification, programmability and orchestration; and (iii) AI-
enabled data-centric closed-loop control and automation. We first
discuss the transformative role Open RAN principles have played
in the 5G era. Then, we adopt a system-level approach and
describe how these Open RAN principles will support 6G RAN
and architecture innovation. We qualitatively discuss potential
performance gains that Open RAN principles yield for specific 6G
use cases. For each principle, we outline the steps that research,
development and standardization communities ought to take to
make Open RAN principles central to next-generation cellular
network designs.

I. INTRODUCTION

The wireless internet plays a fundamental role today in
supporting societies and economies around the world, un-
derpinned by cellular connectivity that is widely used by
consumers but also in industries, health, education, and en-
tertainment. This is testament to the revolution that fourth
and fifth generations (4G and 5G) of cellular networks have
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introduced, making it easy to stream data at high rates to
mobile phones, to provide connectivity to vehicles and sensors,
and so much more.

More than ten years of releases from 3GPP have defined
the Long Term Evolution (LTE) and NR technologies under-
pinning the 4G and 5G radio access network (RAN) and core
network [1]. These cellular systems share an IP-based core net-
work design, an Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
(OFDM) waveform in the RAN physical layer, end-to-end data
abstractions to apply security and Quality of Service (QoS) to
user flows, and robust mobility procedures, among many other
novel principles. 5G further advances cellular systems with
an array of first-of-its-kind solutions, including support for
communications in the lower portion of the millimeter wave
(mmWave) band [2], directional communications [3], massive
Multiple Input, Multiple Output (MIMO) [4], and a frame
structure which supports different user traffic requirements [5].

Nonetheless, while the standard specifications feature sev-
eral relevant techniques to provide data rates, latency, and other
Key Performance Measurements (KPMs) in line with the 5G
definitions from the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) [6], actual 5G deployments lag behind the standardiza-
tion by at least one release: indeed, the 5G Releases 16 and 17
have already been finalized whilst only a subset of Release 16
features is commonly deployed, and often in non-standalone
mode [7]. In addition, the usage of the mmWave spectrum
has not taken off [8]. Finally, today’s 5G networks are largely
deployed using global default configurations, neglecting the
potential optimization benefits available with bespoke and
tailored setups [9, 10].

This is because of several reasons, however, financial being
the main one. And whilst the largest bottom-line item on the
balance sheet for cellular operator remains customer churn
and the largest unrealized top-line item remains the inability
to charge for innovative 5G use-cases, an important cost factor
remains: the high deployment and operational costs that are
associated to installing, configuring, optimizing, and operating
5G equipment without a clear business strategy for the return
on investment. While the research and development ecosystem
has limited control on the business and market development,
we believe that there are technical, architectural, and system-
level solutions that, if natively integrated in the design of 6th
generation (6G) networks, can kickstart a faster innovation
cycle for cellular, introducing approaches that are widely
adopted in cloud environments and the software industry.

Discussions are currently well underway on what kind of
technologies and use cases are to be expected for 6G [11–16].



The recent literature, however, lacks a vision on how we can
address fundamental issues related to the network architecture
and introduce a clean-slate, system-level re-design of next-
generation cellular networks. This paper fills this gap by
providing a systematic review of the architectural limitations
of existing cellular networks and deployments, and and a
tutorial on how the foundational principles of Open RAN can
be embedded into the 6G cellular architecture to address some
of such limitations.

Notably, we envision 6G networks to be data-driven, au-
tonomous systems where algorithmic control and Artificial
Intelligence (AI) are systematically applied to fine-tune and
optimize programmable protocol stacks. Further, virtualized
(and possibly disaggregated) network functions are dynami-
cally and automatically orchestrated to comply with specific
performance requirements of use cases and application. These
networks are primarily deployed through software, with hard-
ware acceleration, and can make an agile use of dedicated or
shared spectrum, compute, and infrastructure resources. They
can be deployed with minimal effort, and can extend cover-
age through automated and optimzed self-backhaul solutions.
Finally, Open-RAN-based 6G systems can leverage the same
principles of programmability, automation, and virtualization
to adopt cloud-native zero-trust security and resiliency strate-
gies. The innovation introduced by Open RAN in wireless
systems is comparable to the transformation that Software-
defined Networking (SDN) and programmable user planes
have brought along in Ethernet switching systems [17, 18],
opening opportunities for closed-loop and intelligent algorith-
mic control of once inflexible platforms.

The main contribution of this paper is to clearly articu-
late and describe the key constituents that are required to
implement this vision, providing a tutorial that can illustrate
and direct research efforts toward Open RAN in 6G. Com-
pared to [9, 16, 19–26], which mostly focus on the building
blocks and the development of Open RAN systems, in this
paper we analyze cellular networks as complex systems and
identify opportunities towards innovation at the system level.
The second contribution of this paper is connecting key 6G
performance requirements (e.g., energy efficiency, ubiquitous
coverage, resiliency, low cost and complexity) to Open RAN
principles, discussing the performance and operational gains
that open, virtualized, and intelligent networks enable. Finally,
for each of the building blocks of Open RAN systems, we
discuss current state of the art and research directions.

Overall, this paper provides a map and a vision to steer
research and development in Open RAN into 6G network,
bringing system design to the forefront of the conversation
on what 6G networks will be. Specifically, in Section II, we
revisit 4G and 5G legacy architectures. In Section III, we
discuss the Open RAN principles. In Section IV, we deep-dive
into important enablers that underpin Open RAN principles.
We then focus on the three main tenants of Open RAN, i.e.
disaggregation in Section V, cloud nativeness in Section VI
and closed-loop control in Section VII. We finish the article
by discussing two emerging opportunities, notably dynamic
spectrum sharing in Section VIII and self-configurable joint
access and backhaul in Section IX. We conclude in Section X.
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Fig. 1: Components and abstractions of 4G and 5G cellular networks, with
the limitations associated to the current cellular architecture and deployment
models.

II. 4G AND 5G CELLULAR NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

The design of cellular networks separates functionalities
across different elements—the RAN and core network, in a
horizontal split—and planes—the user and the control planes
(UP and CP), in a vertical split [27]. They support connectivity
in mobile scenarios and provide exclusive spectrum access
to licensed and shared bands through centralized scheduling.
Compared to other popular wireless technologies such as Wi-
Fi, cellular networks support a more widespread coverage
layer with a consistent experience also in mobile scenario, and
can extend performance guarantees to the end users. However,
existing deployments still present limitations, e.g., they come
with limited reconfigurability and adaptability to use cases and
users’ requirements and rely partly on manual optimization.

In this section, we review the high-level characteristics
of cellular network architectures that have been typically
deployed in 4G and 5G networks, primarily with 3GPP LTE
and NR [1, 27], and discuss opportunities for the ecosystem
to accelerate the pace of innovation.

A. Access and Core Network

The first functional split in wireless networks is horizontal,
i.e., two different parts of the system provide last-mile access
to the users (i.e., the RAN) and support functionalities (i.e.,
the core network).

As discussed in [1, 5], the RAN comprises the set of base
stations, either Next Generation Node Bases (gNBs) for a
5G NR RAN, or evolved Node Bases (eNBs) for a 4G LTE
RAN. The base stations provide wireless access to the mobile
network to User Equipments (UEs); in 4G, they are generally
deployed as monolithic units, and in 5G as virtualized (vRAN)
and even cloudified (C-RAN) instantiations. As shown in
Fig. 1, each base station is equipped with a complex protocol
stack defined by the 3GPP, where the physical layer takes
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care of Digital Signal Processing (DSP), channel estimation,
transmission and reception, and the data link layer, in charge
of scheduling and QoS optimization, is broken down into
multiple sub-layers. The Medium Access Control (MAC) layer
handles scheduling; the Radio Link Control (RLC) layer
buffering, concatenation, and segmentation; the Packet Data
Convergence Protocol (PDCP) layer performs data encryption
and packet sequencing; the Service Data Adaptation Protocol
(SDAP) layer enforces QoS; and the Radio Resource Control
(RRC) layer implements the state machine of the network,
among other things [27]. This stack has evolved across differ-
ent generations of 3GPP specifications, e.g., the SDAP layer
has been introduced in NR for 5G systems.

The core network primarily manages user authentication,
mobility, paging, and routing to and from the public Internet.
Fig. 1 reports a high-level illustration of the the 4G core,
or Evolved Packet Core [28], and of the 5G core, which is
based on chaining and orchestrating multiple atomic network
functions through a Service-based Architecture (SBA) [29].
Whilst the 4G core is typically deployed via monolithic
servers, the 5G core is fully virtualized and can be deployed
via virtual machines or Kubernetes-based micro services. The
SBA approach, however, has not yet fully realized its potential.

B. User and Control Plane

The second functional split is vertical, i.e., there are different
procedures, protocols, layers, and core network components
to manage the transmission and reception of user data (user
plane) and the connectivity lifecycle (control plane). This sep-
aration introduces a clean distinction between configuration,
optimization, and management, which are under the purview
of the control plane, and the processing of the data in any
shape (e.g., bits, packets), which is handled by the user plane.

The user plane processes data hierarchically. First, it man-
ages IP packets, for example by applying encryption at the
PDCP layer and associating QoS levels to end-to-end packet
streams, or bearers, at the SDAP layer. Then, packets buffered
at the PDCP and RLC layers, which segment and concatenate
them at a byte level into transport blocks, based on the
resources scheduled by the MAC. The physical layer then
transforms them into a waveform by processing the input at
a bit level. These operations are performed in reverse order
at the receiver. In the core network, specific functions (e.g.,
the User Plane Function, UPF, in the 5G core) act as packet
gateways between the public Internet and the telecom operator
network, and establish bearers with the mobile devices.

The control plane guides the components of the user plane to
properly perform their operations, and manages user sessions
and mobility. In the RAN, the control is orchestrated by the
RRC layer, which implements a finite state machine with well-
defined transitions to describe the state evolution for connected
users, from their initial access to connected mode and mobility
events. The core network also has control plane elements that
interact with the RRC to authenticate the user, manage billing,
and track its location in the network.

C. Limitations and Theory-Implementation Gap

These cellular network design principles are well-thought
and the outcome of years of evolution of cellular systems, with
5G networks reaching hundreds of Mbps of throughput in typ-
ical scenarios [8, 30, 31]. However, there is still a gap between
cellular deployments and the rich set of features available in
the specifications from 3GPP and in the technical literature
from the wireless and networking research communities. The
capabilities of cellular networks are today mostly focused on
broadband applications, and lag behind the vision of what
applications could achieve in mobile scenarios:

• First, the complexity, scale and performance requirements
as well as lack of a clear monetizable use-case of
production-grade cellular networks lead operators and
thus vendors to focus on a subset of well-tested features
to mainly support mobile broadband applications. This
limits the potential of cellular network deployments, as
well as the number of parameters that can be tuned and
optimized in production. A further setback is that very
few operators have upgraded to 5G standalone networks,
complicating the support for different kinds of use cases
at the same time, e.g., ultra-low latency data streaming for
industrial control on a public network while also serving
video streaming to residential users.

• Second, the limited flexibility extends to spectrum, the
most valuable resource when deploying wireless systems.
Cellular networks, so far, have been mostly deployed
on licensed spectrum, which provides guarantees for no
or limited interference, but also limits the bandwidth to
small chunks and disaggregated chunks of spectrum (at
least below 6 GHz). More flexible radios and spectrum
access systems can pave the way for more efficient spec-
trum utilization and an overall increase in the available
bandwidth.

• Third, there are limited options for the deployment of the
network itself. Whilst 3GPP interfaces and the standard
itself are completely open, market consolidation has led
to a small set of RAN vendors. Whilst vendor interop-
erability is ensured via well-tested Xn interfaces, further
disaggregation could potentially spurn more innovation
and also increase the resiliency of the supply chain [32–
34].

• Finally, whilst the 5G architecture allows for cloudified
deployments, which could simplify continuous cycles of
integration and deployment, the telco requirements are so
stringent that the general availability of production-grade
cloud fabric has taken longer than anticipated.

Overall, complexity, lack of adaptation, and limited flex-
ibility offset the benefits introduced by the robust protocol
stack design of cellular systems, and potentially prevent the
adoption of state-of-the-art techniques to provide more inno-
vative user services. This challenges the emergence of new
market entrants for private and public cellular systems, limiting
the diversity of the supply chain and telecom ecosystem and
stymieing fast-paced competition and innovation.
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target Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) (blue) related to energy efficiency, cost and complexity, innovation, coverage, and resiliency.

III. EMPOWERING THE 6G CELLULAR ARCHITECTURE
WITH OPEN RAN PRINCIPLES

In this section, we describe how 6G can benefit from
the adoption of a new, system-level approach for the de-
sign and deployment of the network architecture, leading
to a streamlined transition of innovation from research and
standardization to production. It is important to distinguish
between standards for key functionalities (as mainly done by
the 3GPP); for enabling a softwarized/cloudified deployment
with closed-loop control (e.g., O-RAN Alliance); and the
actual deployments.

The quest that led the development of 4G and 5G networks
was driven by improvements in spectral efficiency (e.g., higher
order modulations and new coding schemes), access to spec-
trum (e.g., new frequency bands at mmWaves), and support for
machine connectivity and low-latency systems. Future wireless
systems will also target improvements in complementary KPIs,
as shown in the blue circles in Fig. 2:

• Energy efficiency — energy consumption is one the main
cost drivers for telecom operators (up to 60% of the
operational expenses [35]), and, overall, the information
and computing technologies industry contributes to two to
three percent of the total greenhouse gases emission [36].
To this end, recent literature has focused on improving the
energy efficiency as one of the key elements of the design
of next-generation cellular systems [37–39], improving
radio components, protocols, efficiency, and utilization.

• Lower deployment and operational costs and com-
plexity — upgrading cellular networks across generations
is a complex and costly exercise for network operators,

with cycles that take years to complete (e.g., one major
U.S. operator moved commercial traffic to a 5G stan-
dalone core network in 2022, three years after launching
a commercial 5G service [40]). Similarly, operations
require careful planning and supervision with humans
in the loop, increasing expenses and limiting the scope
of optimization to few selected parameters and services.
Future wireless systems will need streamlined and auto-
mated processes for network deployment and operations.

• Faster innovation cycles — once a network is opera-
tional, deploying and testing new features and function-
alities, e.g., features from new 3GPP releases, represents
an additional effort and cost, as it could lead to Service
Level Agreement (SLA) requirements violation and risk
of service disruption. This slows down innovation and
prevents a quick adoption of new techniques and solutions
in cellular networks—a key challenge to address in next-
generation networks to unlock faster transition from lab
research to cutting-edge commercial products.

• Ubiquitous coverage — the deployment of high-
frequency 5G networks has focused so far on dense urban
markets, as the anticipated utilization in suburban and
rural deployments does not justify the deployment cost.
This creates cellular networks evolving in two diverging
tracks, with less densely populated areas left behind.
In addition, significant portions of the world still lack
cellular connectivity. Providing ubiquitous coverage is
one of the targets of next-generation wireless systems,
with research that so far has focused on non-terrestrial
systems and reducing cost for deployment [41–43].

• High resiliency — the cellular infrastructure is critical
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to our society, and major downtime of a carrier infras-
tructure often causes significant losses for various sectors
of the economy [44]. Therefore, increasing the resiliency
of the network infrastructure to different incidents (either
software-based, or caused, for example, by power outage
or weather events) is paramount as we make cellular
connectivity even more diffused and essential.

This is in addition to further improvements in throughput
and latency, e.g., through ultra-wide band networks in the sub-
terahertz spectrum [45, 46]. To achieve these target, there is an
opportunity to rethink the cellular architecture and operations
with a holistic approach which can provide more gains than
the improvements in the lower layers of the RAN protocol
stack (e.g., the redesign the physical layer with AI [47, 48]).

A. 6G requirements and Open RAN principles

Figure 2 illustrates how the KPIs discussed above can be
supported by foundational principles of Open RAN and next-
generation cellular networks. The figure envisions a software-
based disaggregated Open RAN system which is scalable and
flexible, automated and optimized, and capable to dynamically
access licensed, unlicensed, and shared spectrum for access
and self-backhaul links.

Specifically, through softwarization, network functions are
implemented as software and deployed on generic compute
solutions, generally coupled with accelerators for digital signal
processing. Via disaggregation, monolithic network compo-
nents are split into atomic network functions, enabling easier
access to market at the cost of additional integration testing.
Softwarization and disaggregation can potentially improve
energy efficiency when combined with dynamic scaling of
resources and aggregation of RAN components at a data-center
scale. Softwarization also improves the resiliency of the access
to the spectrum, using, e.g., agile software-defined radios [49],
as well as of the network infrastructure. Indeed, as done in 5G
today, software components implementing network functions
can be deployed on generic hardware, which can be easily
replaced, and quickly transferred in case a compute node fails
(e.g., via micro-services [50]).

Automation streamlines complex operations through a
declarative process where tasks are defined in advance and exe-
cuted at runtime. It cuts cost and complexity, reducing the need
for manual supervision and control, and decreases the time it
takes to apply configurations, restore services, and operate the
network. The operator can then express high-level intents to
guide the automation framework towards tailored deployments
and configurations [51]. Automation also improves resiliency,
when combined with softwarization and programmability, and
coverage, as it simplifies the deployment, operations, and
management of network solutions in remote locations and at
an extended scale. Security, however, remains an important
issue because of the increased attack surface.

Optimization provides configurations for programmable
RANs based on detailed and realistic representations of the
network state. This improves the resiliency of the network,
which can self-optimize in case of failures or changes the
operating scenario; the energy efficiency, as energy can be

included as part of the target KPIs to optimize; and the
overall performance of the system, thus eventually reducing
the cost per bit. Programmability allows dynamic adaptation
of RAN, compute, cloud, and backhaul networking functional-
ities through closed-loop control and standardized Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs). To this end, it fosters inno-
vation and improves network resiliency enabling new control
routines and adaptation strategies.

Through spectrum sharing, next-generation cellular net-
works will provide a more flexible air interface and spectrum
access mechanism, which can be designed in different ways
(e.g., access to new bands [52], unlicensed cellular [53], shar-
ing of cellular bands across different operators [54], the neutral
host model [55]). This is associated with improved coverage,
as spectrum can be allocated more efficiently based on demand
and availability [56], and non-exclusive access to spectrum can
create incentives for operators to deploy networks in remote
or rural locations through reduced spectrum cost. In addition,
non-exclusive access to the spectrum can enable new players
and use cases, as for private 5G deployments, thus increasing
competition in the cellular market.

With self-backhaul, access and backhaul are multiplexed on
the same waveform, protocol stack, and portion of the spec-
trum. It is another ingredient toward improving coverage, as
it allows more flexible network topologies which are not con-
strained to the availability of fiber connectivity to the access
nodes. Potentially, this can extend to network domains that
are not traditionally considered in cellular systems, as Non-
terrestrial Networks (NTNs), thus further improving global
coverage. Wireless self-backhaul, in addition, can extend to
additional portions of the network if compared to traditional
inter-gNB or gNB-to-core backhaul, e.g., for interfaces across
layers of the same gNB, gNB to edge deployments, or across
different radio access technologies (e.g., Wi-Fi and cellular).

How would an Open RAN 6G deployment look like? Let
us consider an example. In a rural location, two small operators
deploy low-cost radios in the field, with small footprint and
energy consumption. These are connected to a local edge
data center through wireless backhaul, where base station
components execute on generic compute resources. The two
operators dynamically share the same portion of the spectrum,
to improve coverage and availability of service to their users,
and leverage slicing and other optimization to serve users with
extremely heterogeneous requirements in mobile scenarios.
The RANs are connected to a remote core (running on a public
cloud shared with other operators) through wireless backhaul.
A centralized management and orchestration plane provides
resiliency, optimization, and high service availability. The
network self-adapts to traffic and usage patterns to minimize
the energy consumption, e.g., adapting transmit power, number
of network functions being executed, compute infrastructure
actively used, and spectrum access.

This, and other use cases with higher impact, are not well
supported by the current cellular architectures, as discussed
in Sec. II, because of the reduced flexibility, automation, and
optimization, calling for the integration of Open RAN prin-
ciples in the architecture of next-generation 6G networks. In
the following sections, we discuss the foundational principles
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behind this architectural shift for cellular networks.

IV. ENABLERS: SOFTWARIZATION, PROGRAMMABILITY,
AND VIRTUALIZATION

The transition to software-based, programmable, and vir-
tualized environments is leading cellular networks into more
flexible and dynamically tunable systems, which can benefit
from fast deployment and reprogrammability cycles compared
to traditional cellular deployment.

Softwarization is already mature in the wired Ethernet
switching domain, where white-label switches can run differ-
ent flavors of operating systems and programmable protocol
stacks. This transition was spearheaded by seminal papers
published since 2008, e.g., on OpenFlow [17], which intro-
duced the concept of SDN and separation of control and
switching for Ethernet campus networks; on operating systems
for networks [57]; and on programmable data planes based on
the P4 language [18].

Cellular networks have been on the same evolution path
since the introduction of the 5G Core, which, as discussed
in Sec. II, adopts a softwarized service-based architecture. This
has opened the door to multiple open-source and software-
only implementations of the core network itself [58–60], and
softwarization is now being considered for the RAN of next-
generation wireless systems. The community, however, has
also realized that many of the core network functions only
serve one or a very limited purpose, thus defying the need
of an SBA. Clearly, more work is needed in 6G to ensure a
proper way to disaggregate the functions.

The softwarization of the RAN has its roots in SDN, on
one side, and on C-RAN, on the other. The latter emerged
as a paradigm to virtualize parts of the RAN computations in
general-purpose data centers at the edge, with performance
gains associated to centralized computing and control and
energy efficiency due to dynamic scaling of the compute
resources [61]. C-RAN has been widely studied in the lit-
erature and has influenced the roadmap for implementation of
software-based cellular systems in current and next-generation
cellular networks. The C-RAN Alliance, a group of operators
pushing for the implementation and adoption of C-RAN sys-
tems, is one of the two entities that coalesced into the current
O-RAN Alliance, together with the xRAN initiative [62].

Through softwarization and virtualization, cellular networks
can be deployed on white-box servers and radios, removing

the tight coupling between software and hardware, as shown
in Fig. 3. This presents several advantages, including the pro-
grammability of networks, as it becomes easier to update con-
figuration of cellular networks which are not anymore bound
to hardware parameters and constraints, but implemented as
software-based network functions. Other advantages include
the diversification of the supply chain ecosystem in wireless
networks, as software components have a lower barrier of entry
if compared to hardware implementations of a protocol stack.
It also decreases the time from idea development to proto-
typing and implementation, as transitioning software across
domains is a streamlined process if compared to developing
hardware systems. Further, a software-based approach allows
adopting best practices from the software industry, including
cloud compute solutions, micro-services for resilient and easily
scalable platforms, and fast deployment cycles with quality
guaranteed by a continuous testing, integration and deploy-
ment cycle, as we discuss in Sec. VI.

On the other hand, softwarization, as discussed above,
introduces performance challenges related to the implemen-
tation and performance tuning of DSP routines. This has led
to (i) effort to define minimum and desirable performance
requirements for whitebox hardware that supports Open RAN
deployments; and to (ii) the emergence of multiple pro-
grammable solutions for DSP acceleration, including Graph-
ics Processing Units (GPUs) [63], Field Programmable Gate
Arrays (FPGAs) [64], or dedicated systems-on-a-chip [65].
Extending generic compute with programmable accelerators
combines reconfigurability with fast and massively parallel
signal processing, and leads to platforms and systems which
are easier to upgrade, maintain, and source when compared to
dedicated application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs).

A. Implementation and Research Directions

Hardware Abstractions. To facilitate implementation, the
O-RAN Alliance Working Groups (WGs) 6 and 7 are focused
on developing a set of specifications around an Accelera-
tion Abstraction Layer (AAL) for the RAN and white-box
hardware requirements for specific network functions [66,
67]. AALs are designed to establish standardized APIs that
facilitate communication between dedicated hardware-based
processors and the O-RAN softwarized infrastructure. This
interaction covers various functions, such as channel cod-
ing/decoding and forward error correction [66, 67]. However,
managing and exposing GPUs, FPGAs, and CPUs or system
on chips with varying capabilities with a shared API is
challenging because of their heterogeneity. The authors of [63]
review the approach adopted by the O-RAN WG 6, which is
based on abstracting and providing access to functionalities
required by the 5G physical layer, but future research could
look into alternatives which are not tightly coupled to specific
physical layer features but can be extended and supported
across multiple generations.

Networking, Compute, and Energy Efficiency. The sec-
ond research and implementation challenge is associated with
how to maintain high efficiency, in terms of computing power,
energy, and cost, when comparing to traditional, monolithic
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devices, which are often highly optimized and accelerated by
dedicated ASICs. Possible approaches can rely on statistical
multiplexing and scaling, so that savings are achieved on
average compared to traditional systems, and on improvements
and optimization related to software design and hardware
platforms targeting telecom and DSP workloads.

V. OPEN RAN PRINCIPLE #1: DISAGGREGATION AND
OPEN INTERFACES

The transition to software-based platforms, where compo-
nents can be implemented as software (possibly via micro-
services) has also ushered in more degrees of freedom in how
different layers and functionalities of the protocol stack are
mapped into atomic network functions. Traditionally, and as
discussed in Sec. II, 4G base stations are largely deployed
as monolithic units, i.e., with all the functionalities possibly
virtualized but in a single unit in proximity to the cell site.

Figure 4 illustrates how the softwarization of the 5G RAN
helps organizing the gNB functionalities into logical units,
the Central Unit (CU), Distributed Unit (DU), and Radio
Unit (RU). The CU is further split across the UP and CP.
The right part of Figure 4 show how different protocols in
the 3GPP stack are distributed across the units. The CU-CP
maintains the state machine of the network, keeping track on
the users state at the RRC layer. The CU-UP hosts the SDAP
and PDCP layers for managing data radio bearers. The DU
features three layers which operate in a tightly synchronized
fashion, and would thus be challenging to distribute across
non-colocated network functions—these include RLC, MAC,
and the higher part of the physical layer. The latter is split
based on operations that are carried out in the frequency
domain (scrambling, modulation, mapping to MIMO layers,
precoding, and mapping to resource elements), and in the time
domain, which are implemented in the RU. The latter also
features the Radio Frequency (RF) domain components for
signal digitalization, upconversion, and, in case, beamforming.

3GPP and O-RAN Alliance interfeces ensure that these
components are connected together and to the O-RAN RAN
Intelligent Controllers (RICs), as shown in the left part of
Fig. 4. The CU and the DU are connected through the E1 and
F1 interfaces, respectively, defined by 3GPP [27, 68]. The CU

also supports connectivity (e.g., for handover) to other CUs,
eNBs, and to the core network components through the Xn,
X2, and NG interfaces, respectively, also defined by the 3GPP.

The DU is connected to one or multiple RUs through the
O-RAN Fronthaul interface, which builds on an enhanced
version of the common public radio interface called eCPRI.
It provides a reliable and synchronized transport layer for
control messages and user data [69]. The fronthaul interface
is implemented through four planes. The user plane carries in
phase and quadrature (I/Q) samples corresponding to trans-
port blocks to be transmitted. The control plane is used to
signal when these I/Q samples need to be transmitted, and to
anticipate uplink and random access slots in which the RU
needs to process incoming signals. The synchronization plane
takes care of maintaining a nanosecond-level synchronization
between the DU and the RU through the Precision Time
Protocol (PTP). Finally, the management plane connects the
RU to the Service Management and Orchestration (SMO)
(either directly, or through the DU), and can be used to push
configurations to the radio, including, for example, beamform-
ing codebooks [70].

Three other O-RAN interfaces include E2, O1, and O2.
The first connects the Near-real-time (Near-RT) RIC to the
CUs and the DUs, to retrieve telemetry and KPMs and to
enforce control or apply policies in the RAN nodes [71].
Data processing and control is performed by plug-and-play
components within the Near-RT RIC, i.e., the xApps. The E2
interface is designed to be flexible and extensible, with an
underlying application protocol (E2AP) to manage the connec-
tion lifecycle, and service models (E2SMs) developed on top
to provide actual functionalities. For example, E2SM KPM is
used to stream telemetry, while the E2SM RAN Control (RC)
and Cell Configuration and Control (CCC) are used for control
of UE-specific and cell-specific parameters, respectively. The
O1 interface connects the Non-real-time (Non-RT) RIC and
the SMO to all the relevant RAN functions, as shown in
Fig. 4. It is used to retrieve files, data, and configurations at a
slower time scale compared to the E2 interface, and to push
configurations and updates. It also maintains a heartbeat and
provisions new services. The O2 is the interface between the
SMO and the O-Cloud for service deployment on the cloud
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infrastructure. Finally, the A1 interface connects the two RICs,
with the Non-RT RIC pushing policies and, if needed, external
information elements to the Near-RT RIC and its xApps.

A. Implementation and Research Directions

Automated Interface Generation. While openness allows
for a mix and match of components and vendors, it comes with
its own challenges associated to integration, interoperability,
and interface generation. A key research direction involves
understanding how AI and natural language processing tools
can be used to automatically generate the software implemen-
tation for the open interfaces based on their specifications.
Similarly, AI can be used to automate testing and facilitate the
integration of products from different vendors, identifying the
incompatibilities, possible divergence of the implementations
from the specifications, and security issues. Automated inter-
face generation and testing decreases the time it takes from
specification development to implementation availability, and
reduces one of the pain and risk points associated to O-RAN,
i.e., interoperability in a disaggregated environment.

Extending E2 Service Models. Similarly, automated inter-
face generation can also encompass the E2 service models. As
discussed above, the O-RAN Alliance has defined a basic set
of service models for RAN control and streaming of telemetry
and KPMs. Additional service models, however, need to be
developed to enable additional functionalities and control, as,
for example, for spectrum sharing and Integrated Access and
Backhaul (IAB) optimization (as discussed in Sec. IX). A
system design challenge involves creating service models for
a wide range of functionalities and emerging use cases while
being able to operate within parameters specified by the 3GPP
for its CUs and DUs. Additionally, it is important to define
specific profiles and a fundamental set of features that must
be incorporated by RAN equipment and software vendors to
achieve O-RAN compliance.

Interface Efficiency. An additional research area is related
to the efficiency of the data and control communications over
the open interfaces, especially for those which are data-rate
intensive and extremely sensitive to timing, e.g., the fronthaul
interface. In this case, the data rate of the interface should not
scale linearly with the bandwidth used for wireless commu-
nications, e.g., using advanced compression and aggregation
techniques, to enable efficient massive MIMO, bandwidth scal-
ing beyond the 400 MHz of 3GPP NR, or carrier aggregation.
Theoretical models are also needed to understand the impact
on latency and energy efficiency as compared to monolithic
architectures, considering both functionalities in 3GPP user
and control planes and control and optimization introduced
by Open RAN elements.

VI. OPEN RAN PRINCIPLE #2: TOWARD CLOUD-NATIVE
APPROACHES FOR THE RAN

Above-discussed softwarization and virtualization are posi-
tioning the RAN as a promising implementation candidate to
reap the benefits of cloud-native software principles, automa-
tion, orchestration, and security. It is important to develop a
shared and unified cloud abstraction that encompasses all the

hardware components required to execute, optimize, and man-
age the RAN. Such cloud can span one or multiple locations
over cell sites, the edge, regional data centers, and beyond [72].
The O-RAN O-Cloud can support the deployment of all the
components of an O-RAN system (e.g., those shown in Fig. 4),
and embeds generic compute resources as well as accelerators
for DSP and hardware for AI/ML training, making it a hybrid
and heterogeneous cloud platform [73] designed specifically
for virtualization challenges associated to Open RAN. The
O-Cloud does not only include hardware, but also software
(e.g., hypervisors or container engines), the SMO, and its O2
interface [74].

Cloud-native principles transition cellular architectures into
fully software driven solutions (except for the RF-related
components, e.g., antennas, RF chains, and data converters).
This comes with multiple benefits, including the possibility
of automating the provisioning and management of RAN
functionalities; multi-tenant RAN environments and neutral
host solutions (e.g., as discussed in Sec. VIII and [56]); and
the definition of a shared abstraction over different classes of
heterogeneous hardware.

A. Orchestration and Automation

The provisioning of open interfaces and the introduction of
a unified abstraction for the hardware open new opportunities
for orchestration and automation of the whole RAN through
Continuous Integration (CI), Continuous Deployment (CD),
and Continuous Testing (CT). CI ensures that new software
patches or features are automatically integrated with the rest of
the cellular network codebase. CD automates the deployment
of these features on the cellular network infrastructure. Finally,
CT continuously evaluates the performance, security, and
compliance of the software, without the need for manual tests
which may miss important changes or bugs.

CI, CD, and CT are best practices adopted in cloud-native
environments, enabled by a variety of workflows such as
GitOps. GitOps is a state-of-the-art methodology for orches-
trating CI and CD and efficiently managing infrastructure,
which can be applied in O-RAN virtualized and cloud-based
environments, as shown in [56]. At its core, GitOps relies
on git repositories to serve as the authoritative source of
truth, not only for the cellular network code, but also for the
infrastructure configurations (e.g., RU parameters, O-Cloud
settings, among others). This approach emphasizes the use of
declarative configuration, where the desired state of the system
is clearly defined, making it easier to understand, review,
and audit events and configurations of the cellular network.
Automated synchronization tools or controllers (e.g., ArgoCD)
continually monitor these git repositories for changes and
automatically apply them to the target environments, ensuring
that the actual system state aligns with the defined state in git.
By tracking infrastructure configurations and only allowing
automated updates from authoritative sources, GitOps enables
rapid and reliable application delivery while minimizing the
risk of configuration drift. This methodology also fosters col-
laboration, code review, and security practices, as changes to
infrastructure and configurations undergo the same scrutiny as
code changes. Additionally, GitOps supports observability and
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monitoring to uphold performance and reliability standards,
facilitates the management of multiple environments (e.g., as
in a distributed system such as the O-Cloud), and promotes
portability across different hardware implementations.

B. Security

Open RAN security is at the forefront of the discussion
around open cellular systems, as the new network interfaces,
the virtualization, softwarization, and usage of AI/ML for
control can extend the threat surface of cellular networks.

In terms of implementation challenges, the O-RAN Alliance
WG 11 has developed a comprehensive set of specifications
that analyze the stakeholders and threat models for Open RAN
systems [75–77]. These documents highlight how Open RAN
has expanded the range of stakeholders responsible for the
security of the RAN well beyond the confines of conventional
4G and 5G networks. Beyond traditional players like vendors,
operators, and system integrators, accountability is now also
required for network functions and virtualization platform
providers, third-party developers, O-Cloud service providers,
and administrators overseeing virtualized components.

As for the threat surface, documents [77] and [78] from
the O-RAN Alliance and the European Commission have
identified seven distinct threat categories, encompassing a wide
array of attacks targeting different facets of the network. These
threats span from attacks on the O-RAN infrastructure itself
(e.g., the RICs), to vulnerabilities affecting the O-Cloud, open-
source code, physical infrastructure, wireless functionalities,
protocol stack, and AI/ML components. Attacks listed in
the literature can compromise the availability, integrity, and
confidentiality of the network and its data [77, 78]. These
attacks are associated with critical assets related to interfaces,
data, and logical components, but also subpar product quality,
underdeveloped technical specifications, supply chain tamper-
ing, and infrastructure failures [78–81].

The inherent openness of the platform, however, also en-
ables operators to deploy tools and audit components for
security—a task that proves challenging in closed solutions by
vendors. The SMO assumes a crucial role in fortifying network
operations, as it comes with a global view of the RAN network
infrastructure and performance, and can run routines to spot
anomalies and weaknesses in the system [79]. Similarly, the
automation and CI/CD/CT discussed above enable continuous
testing and updates of the software, seamlessly deploying
security patches in a timely fashion. Finally, technical speci-
fications have also been issued to enforce authentication and
encryption procedures, directly addressing security concerns
unique to the O-RAN architecture [75, 76]. As discussed
in [82], encryption impacts the performance of the O-RAN
interfaces, showing that it is not a concern for the non-data-
intensive E2.

C. Deployment and Research Directions

Cloud-Native Approaches to Energy Efficiency. En-
ergy efficiency is a key trend when it comes to cloud-
native future network deployments. The virtualization of
RAN components—combined with intelligent automated

orchestration—enables the dynamic adjustment of compute
resources to meet user requirements, thereby limiting power
consumption to the specific network functions in use. This
concept has been discussed in previous studies [83, 84]. More-
over, the closed-loop control capabilities mentioned earlier,
combined with RAN virtualization, facilitate more precise and
flexible sleep cycles for base stations and RF components.
These components typically account for the majority of power
consumption in cellular networks, as highlighted in various
surveys [85–87]. Future research and development efforts
should focus on bridging the gap between state-of-the-art
literature on energy efficiency and approaches that leverage
and can be deployed on the open and virtualized components
of Open RAN systems, going beyond what was possible in
yesterday’s monolithic, non-programmable deployments.

An O-Cloud with Heterogeneous Compute and Devices.
Similarly to the need for supporting and abstracting different
hardware accelerators for virtualized RAN DSP, discussed in
Sec. IV, there are also challenges when it comes to defining
an O-Cloud spanning heterogeneous hardware platforms and
components. In this sense, the O-RAN Alliance WG 7 is
outlining the specific criteria that must be met by white box
hardware to facilitate the implementation of O-RAN-compliant
equipment, specifically when considering devices with RF
capabilities. This equipment encompasses various types such
as indoor picocells, outdoor microcells, and macrocells, all
operating within sub-6 GHz and mmWave frequency ranges.
Additionally, it includes integrated access and backhaul nodes,
as well as fronthaul gateways, all part of the architectural
components depicted in Fig. 4. The specifications provide
clarity on functional parameters relevant to specific use cases
(e.g., frequency bands, bandwidth, inter-site distance, MIMO
configurations) and outline the hardware attributes (e.g., accel-
erators, computing capabilities, connectivity) of these nodes.

Automated Security for the RAN. While the Open RAN
paradigm enable visibility and security best principles, it is
necessary to design, develop, deploy, and test the algorithms
and infrastructure to actually do this. A promising research
direction focus on understanding the role that AI and Machine
Learning (ML) play to secure closed-loop control and the over-
all Open RAN infrastructure, e.g., through automated anomaly
detection. The literature in the last decade has mostly focused
on anomaly detection for wired networks [88], where SDN
and packet switching architectures provide enough insights
to identify and flag anomalous traffic flows and react with
access control mechanisms. The openness and interfaces of
Open RAN systems can be leveraged to extend automated
anomaly detection in the cellular domain [89], thanks to the
privileged point of view that the SMO and the RICs have on
the cellular infrastructure.

Security for the AI/ML Control. AI and ML themselves,
however, are also open to vulnerabilities, which can manifest
before and after deployment. Before deployment, tampering
with training data can affect the training process itself. Simi-
larly, backdoors can be added to deep learning models to ma-
nipulate model responses to specific inputs. After deployment,
vulnerabilities can arise through adversarial machine learning
and by corrupting input data during inference. Therefore, it
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is necessary to research resilient AI/ML solutions for Open
RAN that safeguard against vulnerabilities stemming from
data manipulation, as, for example, employing techniques
such as autoencoders (as demonstrated in [82]), contrastive
learning [90], and contaminated best arm identification [91],
among other techniques.

VII. OPEN RAN PRINCIPLE #3: AI-BASED CLOSED-LOOP
CONTROL

The programmability of the network stack, the open in-
terfaces, and the introduction of the RICs are crucial com-
ponent for the main transformation brought along by Open
RAN: data-driven closed-loop control and optimization of
the RAN functionalities. This is a fundamental step toward
enabling autonomous networks that can self-adapt to dynamic
requirements and deployment conditions. Whilst 3GPP offers
mechanisms for closed-loop control, the O-RAN Alliance was
the first to introduce a formal framework through the near-real-
time and non-real-time RICs and associated interfaces.

Figure 5 illustrates how closed-loop control is enabled
by, and integrates into the O-RAN architecture. A specific
RAN function (e.g., the DU) exposes telemetry, analytics,
and KPMs through the O-RAN interfaces. These are received
by a controller, which performs specific tasks based on the
data it received from the network function. This task can
be some classification or regression, to infer information on
the RAN status; prediction, to anticipate dynamics in the
network function (or in general, in the RAN) behavior; or
control, leveraging reinforcement learning, optimization, or
other data-driven techniques to determine the configuration of
the network function that best matches the current status in the
RAN. For the latter, control is sent back to the RAN function,
thus actually closing the loop.

This paradigm applies to different functions and optimiza-
tion loops in the RAN, as shown in the right part of Fig. 5,
which extends the analysis in our prior work [9, 19]. The
controller can be a piece of custom logic executing in different
components of the O-RAN architecture. Specifically, the O-
RAN Alliance has drafted specifications for two RICs, as
discussed in Section V, which cover different optimization
domains, as shown in Fig. 5. The Near-RT RIC embeds custom
logic through xApps, while the Non-RT RIC uses rApps. A
third class of custom control logic is represented by dApps,
i.e., an extension of the O-RAN architecture proposed in [92]

which represents custom plugins to be deployed alongside CUs
and DUs. The controller discussed above can be represented
by any of the these applications (or a set of applications).

Different controllers focus on different control domains,
based on their capabilities, access to data and KPMs, and
overall point of view on the network, as well as the timescale
of the decisions. The combination of SMO and Non-RT RIC,
together with their rApps, has a global point of view on the
O-Cloud and on the services provisioned on the network.
These components primarily focus on determining high-level
policies and managing the lifecycle of network services with a
non-real-time granularity, i.e., the control loop is closed after
more than 1 s. While there is generally one SMO instance
per network deployment, there can be multiple Near-RT RICs
(with related xApps), which are deployed at the edge of the
network and have visibility into a cluster of tens of RAN
nodes. The control loops from the Near-RT RIC operate over
the E2 interface at a timescale between 10 ms and 1 s, and
influence the radio resource management process in the RAN
with policies but also through the dynamic reconfiguration of
RAN parameters (e.g., with E2SM RC and CCC as discussed
above). Finally, dApps interface with a single RAN function at
any given time, but are envisioned to be capable of performing
control at a timescale below 10 ms (currently not considered
by the O-RAN Alliance specifications).

Closed-loop Control Use Cases. The flexibility and ca-
pabilities provided by the multiple control loops has led to
research and development of rApps, xApps, and dApps for
multiple use cases, toward the optimal configuration of O-
RAN networks [19].

Closed-loop control with Open RAN primitives allows for
the fine-tuning of mobility management and performance for
specific mobile users, e.g., by adjusting handover, load bal-
ancing, multi-connectivity, access barring, and beamforming
parameters within the RAN [93]. In [94], the authors show
that tuning handover parameters with a data-driven loop that
accounts for the bespoke requirements of individual UEs
improves throughput and spectral efficiency by an average
of 50% over traditional cell-based handover heuristics. This
flexibility facilitates the optimization of the mobile experience
for single UEs, opening new use cases and possible revenue
streams for network operators.

Resource allocation is another crucial area where closed-
loop control with Open RAN can outperform traditional
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approaches based on the point of view of individual gNBs.
Open RAN controllers can leverage the data and telemetry to
understand user requirements and evolving contexts, and map
them into effective configurations of the slicing and scheduling
policies of the network which improve resource utilization and
quality of service for users [95]. Researchers have explored the
application of AI/ML-based optimization in network slicing,
scheduling, and service provisioning, adapting the network to
different slices and user needs [96].

This is an area where AI and ML have been widely
used to drive the optimization. Experiments and demonstra-
tions on experimental platforms like Colosseum and Arena
testbeds [97, 98] have showcased xApps’ capabilities to intelli-
gently control the scheduling policies of various network slices
on base stations [9, 99]. Different slices with specific optimiza-
tion targets, such as Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB),
Ultra Reliable and Low Latency Communications (URLLC),
and Machine-type Communications (MTC), can be efficiently
managed through closed-loop control mechanisms [99–101].

The versatility of Open RAN extends to supporting new
applications, such as vehicular communications and industrial
Internet of Things (IoT) scenarios [102–105]. Open RAN’s
capabilities, like dynamic control and adaptability of Massive
MIMO configurations, can enhance mobile reliability and
robustness [104, 106, 107]. For industrial IoT applications,
where high reliability and precise timing are crucial, Open
RAN’s closed-loop control can adapt configurations to the
evolving conditions on factory floors [108, 109].

Additionally, closed-loop control facilitates the optimization
of the RAN deployment itself [51, 110, 111]. Researchers have
proposed zero-touch orchestration frameworks, fault-tolerant
techniques, and efficient matching schemes between different
RAN components, all contributing to better resource utilization
and overall network efficiency [51, 112–114]. Finally, security
of the RAN can also be enhanced through closed-loop moni-
toring and control, as we discuss in Sec. VI-B.

A. Implementation and Research Directions

Towards A Single RAN. The bulk of the 6G RAN and
architecture standardization will be carried in 3GPP. However,
whilst the O-RAN Alliance is mainly concerned with imple-
mentation and operations of networks, promising principles
ought to be natively embedded into 3GPP standards efforts.
More research is needed which maps efforts and roadmaps
such that functional standardization (3GPP) can be aligned
with operational capabilities (O-RAN Alliance).

Expansion to New Use Cases. The current use cases,
discussed above and in [19, 115, 116], span various areas of
radio resource management for cellular networks. However,
as the capabilities of 3GPP RAN continue to evolve, encom-
passing scenarios like non-terrestrial networks and support for
augmented reality/virtual reality (AR/VR) within the meta-
verse [117], there arises a need for a more thorough refinement
and evaluation of future use cases, considering the role that
intelligent, data-driven closed-loop control can play in next-
generation wireless applications.

Efficient and Explainable AI/ML for RAN Control.
While O-RAN provides the basic primitives to enable closed-
loop control, how to achieve this in an intelligent and efficient
way is an open challenge. The use cases discussed above rely
on a mix of heuristics and AI/ML-based solutions. As industry
transitions toward intelligent control, there is a need to identify
robust, reliable, and deployable ML solutions for wireless.
In [19], we discuss the AI/ML workflow that O-RAN systems
support, covering the end-to-end process, from data collection
to online inference and tuning. In this context, there are still
open questions related to (i) optimal methods for training with
offline data on systems which are fundamentally dynamic and
online, but also very sensitive to performance degradation; (ii)
Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) solutions that generalize
well across deployments in different areas and with varying
traffic distributions, and how generative AI can be used in
the Open RAN context; and (iii) explainability solutions
for systems with dynamic control and complex input/output
relationships, among others.

Hierarchical Control. The possibilities led by two RICs
and the dApps, and their capability to extract data from the
network operations and to manage control decisions in the
RAN, position them ideally for stemming AI/ML use cases.
As mentioned above, AI/ML can optimize slicing decisions.
Furthermore, recent studies show traffic steering and beam-
forming can benefit from RICs [94, 118] and mutually improve
learning in the hierarchical structure of the RICs by the use
of a novel ML technique called Hierarchical Reinforcement
Learning (HRL) [119]. Different timescales of RICs make it
challenging to have control-loops that use information from
multiple timescales. However, certain network optimizations
require fine and coarse granularity data at the same time.
HRL allows coordination of multiple timescales, yet, further
research is needed to enable information fusion and control in
a smoother way than it is today.

Conflict Mitigation. This is a critical component when
considering closed-loop control in Open RAN, especially in
a hierarchical context as discussed above or with multiple
xApps or rApps targeting the same base station. Indeed, there
are instances in which different xApps may try to control the
same parameter (direct conflict), or different parameters which
have a correlated impact on the RAN (indirect conflict, e.g.,
one xApp reduces the resources associated to a slice while
another xApp hands over multiple UEs to that slice). Future
research needs to evaluate and compare different conflict
mitigation strategies, e.g., pre-deployment or post-deployment;
based on explicit declaration of control policies or implicit
reconstruction of the conflict impact or both; among other
things. In addition, there is an open discussion in terms of
which is the architectural component that is best positioned
to perform conflict mitigation, e.g., the SMO, as discussed
in [51], or the Near-RT RIC, or both.

VIII. EMERGING SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS #1: AGILE
SPECTRUM AND INFRASTRUCTURE SHARING

Let us now explore two system requirements which have
been emerging recently as part of 6G design discussions.
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The first one, discussed in this section, is on spectrum and
infrastructure sharing. The demand for faster data rates and
reduced latency in cellular networks has led to a significant
increase in network densification [120]. This has also given
rise to new deployment strategies, including wireless self-
backhaul solutions (which we discuss in Sec. IX), and to
an increase in the number of private operators establishing
dedicated cellular infrastructure [121]. Consequently, there is
a significant portion of both capital and operational expenses
faced by both public and private operators that goes towards
acquiring access to spectrum, cell site facilities (like poles
and towers), and equipment, as reported by the FCC [122]
and [123].

These increased costs can be offset through spectrum and
infrastructure sharing. The first has been recognized as an
efficient means to enhance overall spectral utilization [124]
and recent estimates indicate that the adoption of infras-
tructure and spectrum sharing techniques could potentially
yield network operational cost savings of at least 30% in
the next five years [125]. Infrastructure sharing is based on
the neutral host model, where infrastructure is provided by
third-party companies, leasing physical resources to multiple
operators on a shared-tenant basis [55, 126], reducing the
overall infrastructure costs [127].

As discussed in [56], however, RAN and spectrum sharing
are not yet suitable for widespread adoption in multi-operator
network deployments [128]. This is primarily due to the
absence of mechanisms that facilitate: (i) fine-grained sharing,
where multiple tenants can share compute and spectrum slices
from the same physical infrastructure; and (ii) dynamic sharing
in licensed, unlicensed, or partially licensed bands, which
allows infrastructure owners to fully harness the statistical
multiplexing of RAN and spectrum resources and adjust
infrastructure parameters to meet tenant requirements that
can change within seconds. Consider, for example, spectrum
sharing in the Citizen Broadband Radio Service (CBRS) band.
This is a partially licensed band in the U.S. with different tiers
of prioritized or general access to 150 MHz of spectrum within
3.55 GHz and 3.7 GHz, coordinated by a spectrum access
system which currently operates on timescales in the order of
minutes [129]. This limitation reduces system flexibility and
eventually the efficiency in terms of spectrum utilization.

The openness and programmability introduced by the Open
RAN paradigm have the potential to upend how spectrum and
infrastructure sharing are managed in practical deployments.
Resource utilization is improved thanks to dynamic sharing,
to the end benefit of the users which will be able to access
more spectrum when needed. Specifically, virtualization and
programmability principles can pave the way for automated
and virtualized pipelines for the management of shared re-
sources, offering a zero-touch, resilient, and fault-tolerant
automation [56].

These functionalities play a crucial role in ensuring the
reliability and effective coordination among multiple tenants,
which can thus dynamically share infrastructure and spec-
trum resources without the need for manual intervention or
over-provisioning, otherwise required in traditional cellular
systems [84, 131]. Additionally, they enable the timely and

dynamic management of the lifecycle of network services.
This has been a challenge in traditional cellular systems,
especially when dealing with complex software services like
softwarized gNBs that need to be instantiated in a matter of
seconds [51, 132, 133].

Note that the O-RAN interfaces allow for better accountabil-
ity and visibility through fine-grained control over spectrum
sharing [134]. The Open RAN infrastructure also supports
SLA enforcement through dynamic, fine-grained resource al-
location, driven by optimization engines [51, 56, 135–138].
This combination can enhance operators’ confidence in shared
systems and open up new possibilities for private and shared
deployment scenarios.

A. Research Directions

Open-RAN-driven spectrum and infrastructure sharing can
go beyond the capabilities discussed in the cognitive radio
literature [139, 140] by combining data- and ML-driven ap-
proaches, a hierarchical control structure with decentralized
and centralized endpoints, and automation and softwarization,
with the end goal of developing sharing approaches that
can interact with and are practically deployable in 3GPP
cellular systems. Nonetheless, lessons learned and algorithms
developed for cognitive radio systems can be analyzed and
considered within the Open RAN framework. In addition, we
identify two promising research directions as follows.

Native Sensing and Sharing. While Open RAN principles
enable spectrum and infrastructure sharing, how to actually
(i) sense and detect spectrum usage and allocations and
(ii) distribute resources to the various tenants are still a
challenge. Future research efforts can explore the practical
implementation of Open-RAN-driven sensing, along with both
reactive and proactive spectrum adaptation solutions, taking
into account both 3GPP and non-3GPP systems, and licensed
and unlicensed spectrum users [141]. Additionally, it is essen-
tial to investigate extensions to the O-RAN architecture that
are pertinent to spectrum sharing, e.g., dApps for real-time
spectrum sensing [92].

Spectrum Sharing in FR-3. Another area of significant in-
terest connecting 6G and intelligent spectrum sharing through
Open RAN is sharing in the centimeter band, or FR-3, as
identified by the 3GPP and recent literature [142]. The fre-
quency range between 6 and 24 GHz is of significant interest
for 6G networks, as it presents a more favorable propagation
environment if compared to the lower mmWave band in FR-2,
and, at the same time, it can potentially accommodate wider
channels compared to the overly crowded sub-6 GHz range.
This spectrum, however, is currently allocated for key services
for the military, weather and Earth monitoring, and satellite
uplinks and downlinks, calling for a dynamic spectrum sharing
approach to instantiate cellular systems when possible and
avoid harmful interference to current incumbent.

IX. EMERGING SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS #2:
SELF-RECONFIGURABLE WIRELESS BACKHAULING

As discussed in Sec. III, self-backhaul through wireless
links is a key component of next-generation wireless networks,
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Fig. 6: Proposed extension of the O-RAN architecture to managed self-backhaul scenarios based on IAB. Adapted from [130].

also considering the expansion to the non-terrestrial domain
and the increasing densification of terrestrial access points in
different frequency bands, including centimeter band (or FR-
3) and millimeter waves (or FR-2). Since Release 16, 3GPP
has incorporated IAB into its specifications for NR [143].
IAB supports the multiplexing of backhaul traffic with UE
access traffic over the same 5G NR air interface, forming a
mesh of base stations connected wirelessly, without the need
for expensive wired fiber optical connections to every access
point, as shown in the bottom part of Fig. 6. The gNBs with
a wired connection are the IAB-Donors, while the wireless
relays are the IAB-Nodes [144].

Compared to prior wireless mesh networks and relaying
research, IAB brings opportunities related to being fully
embedded within the 3GPP stack, including the possibility
of using the same waveform and spectrum for access and
backhaul, but also challenges for scheduling and providing
reliability across both kinds of links. In this sense, despite
reaching a mature standardization stage, there are ongoing
challenges in managing, provisioning, and optimizing integrat-
ing access and backhaul. IAB provides optimization opportu-
nities across all the layers of the 3GPP stack. At lower layers,
specialized IAB-aware scheduling techniques are necessary
to ensure fair and efficient resource allocation among UEs
(in the access) and Mobile Terminations (MTs) for IAB-
Nodes, as discussed in [145, 146]. Simultaneously, proper
management of temporal and spatial scheduling for IABs
flows is vital to minimize interference [147]. Furthermore,
adaptive topology reconfiguration mechanisms are required to
maintain resilience against link failures, traffic imbalances,
and irregular user distribution, as explored in [148]. These
advanced management procedures demand control primitives
beyond what the 3GPP has specified.

To this end, the Open RAN paradigm can introduce a shift
in how IAB systems are managed, through programmability,
softwarization, and disaggregation. The programmatic control
of RAN components via open interfaces and centralized con-
trol loops, as described in [19], holds significant potential
for optimizing and managing IAB. The authors of [130]

discuss how the existing O-RAN architecture can evolve to
accommodate IAB control, enabling data-driven control for
IAB. The proposed architecture is illustrated in Fig. 6. The
main component is the extension of O-RAN interfaces (e.g.,
E2, O1, and O2) to the wireless domain of the network,
through dedicated tunnels which allow the RICs and SMO
to reach the DU and MT in the IAB-Nodes.

A. Research Directions

Extension of Open and Intelligent IAB to NTN. 6G
networks will likely integrate components associated to NTN,
either for backhaul or also directly for access [41, 149]. How
to extend O-RAN-based IAB and self-backhaul optimization
to the NTN domain is an open challenge [150]. Here future
research efforts intersect with the discussions on support for
NTN in the cellular architecture [151, 152], including (i)
evaluations of different splits for the gNBs and IAB systems
(i.e., on whether the satellite is a physical layer relay or if
it comes with the higher layers of the stack); (ii) mobility
and handover management across the terrestrial and the NTN
domain; and (iii) network topology and architectures for the
NTN component, which could be served by a variety of
non-terrestrial devices including satellites in different orbits,
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), baloons, among others.
In this context, the intelligent control, the openness, and the
softwarization brought by the Open RAN can enable dynamic
optimization of the resources and of the topology tree, thus
it will be important to manage the mobility and dynamics
associated to the NTN systems.

Integration of IAB Nodes, Virtualization, and Dynamic
Scaling. One of the key advantages of the softwarized infras-
tructure discussed in Sec. III is the possibility of seamlessly
updating, scaling, and powering on/off network functions
according to the actual network needs. Dynamic scaling is
a challenge when it comes to IAB nodes [153], as turning off
the radios in a self-backhauled device implies breaking the
link and communications with the upstream and downstream
nodes. The latter would also need to be reallocated to other
upstream nodes, causing multiple handovers and reconnection
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attempts. Therefore, there is significant interest toward design
of multi-radio IAB nodes, which exploit multi-connectivity
with low-power radios or wake-up radios to enable dynamic
scaling of resources in an IAB tree.

X. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we reviewed how the Open RAN paradigm
is a key enabler of innovations in 6G networks, considering a
system-level and architectural perspective. We have discussed
key requirements for 6G, including energy efficiency, cov-
erage, resiliency, cost and complexity, and innovation, and
explored how Open RAN design principles connect to such
6G requirements. For each principle, we have presented what
are the open challenges associated to its full development and
deployment in commercial networks.

This tutorial has highlighted how openness, virtualization,
programmability, softwarization, scaling, spectrum sharing,
self-backhaul, optimization, and automation are core compo-
nents of future 6G systems, and, in general, of how cellular
network need to be deployed going forward. There are still
several open challenges, primarily related to the design and
testing of intelligent algorithms that can fully take advantage
of such primitives to drive the network efficiency and perfor-
mance, which we believe need to be the focus of the wireless
networking research community as we head into 6G.
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